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ABSTRACT
We analyze an ensemble of microlensing events from the 2015 Spitzer microlensing campaign, all of
which were densely monitored by ground-based high-cadence survey teams. The simultaneous ob-
servations from Spitzer and the ground yield measurements of the microlensing parallax vector piE,
from which compact constraints on the microlens properties are derived, including .25% uncertain-
ties on the lens mass and distance. With the current sample, we demonstrate that the majority of
microlenses are indeed in the mass range of M dwarfs. The planet sensitivities of all 41 events in the
sample are calculated, from which we provide constraints on the planet distribution function. In par-
ticular, assuming a planet distribution function that is uniform in log q, where q is the planet-to-star
mass ratio, we find a 95% upper limit on the fraction of stars that host typical microlensing planets
of 49%, which is consistent with previous studies. Based on this planet-free sample, we develop the
methodology to statistically study the Galactic distribution of planets using microlensing parallax
measurements. Under the assumption that the planet distributions are the same in the bulge as in
the disk, we predict that ∼1/3 of all planet detections from the microlensing campaigns with Spitzer
should be in the bulge. This prediction will be tested with a much larger sample, and deviations from
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it can be used to constrain the abundance of planets in the bulge relative to the disk.
Keywords: gravitational lensing: micro — planetary systems — planets and satellites: dynamical
evolution and stability — methods: statistical
1. INTRODUCTION
The distribution of planets in different environments
is of great interest. Studies have shown that the planet
frequency may be correlated with the host star metal-
licity (e.g., Santos et al. 2001, 2003; Fischer & Valenti
2005; Wang & Fischer 2015; Zhu et al. 2016b), the stellar
mass (e.g., Johnson et al. 2010), stellar multiplicity (e.g.,
Eggenberger et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2014), and exterior
stellar environment (e.g., Thompson 2013). For this pur-
pose, probing the planet distribution outside the Solar
Neighborhood is important. In particular, the planet
distribution in the Galactic bulge, given its unique en-
vironment, can provide an extra dimension to test and
further develop our theories of planet formation.
Probing the distribution of planets in the Galactic
bulge, or more generally, at all Galactic scales, is a
unique application of Galactic microlensing, because of
its independence on the flux from the planet host (Mao
& Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992). For example,
Penny et al. (2016) used an ensemble of 31 microlens-
ing planets and found tentative evidence that the bulge
might be deficient of planets compared to the disk.
While microlensing is in principle sensitive to planets
at various Galactic distances, the distance determina-
tion of any given microlensing event is nontrivial. This
is because, in the majority of cases, the only relevant
observable from the microlensing light curve is the Ein-
stein timescale
tE ≡ θE
µrel
. (1)
Here µrel is lens-source relative proper motion, and θE
is the angular Einstein radius,
θE ≡
√
κMLpirel; κ ≡ 4G
c2AU
' 8.14mas
M
, (2)
where ML is the lens mass, pirel ≡ AU(D−1L − D−1S ) is
the lens-source relative parallax, and DL and DS are
distances to the lens and the source (i.e., the star being
lensed), respectively. In planetary events, θE is usually
also measurable through the so-called finite-source ef-
fect (Yoo et al. 2004), in addition to two parameters
that characterize the planet itself: the planet/star mass
ratio q and the planet/star separation s in units of θE
(Gaudi & Gould 1997b). There nevertheless remains
a degeneracy between the lens mass and lens distance
(assuming the source is in the bulge, which is almost
zhu.908@osu.edu
always the case). The difficulty in precisely determining
the lens distance is a significant weakness of ground-
based microlensing in determining the Galactic distri-
bution of planets, as has been demonstrated by Penny
et al. (2016).
The most efficient way to determine or better con-
strain the lens distance DL is by measuring the so-called
microlens parallax vector piE
piE ≡ pirel
θE
µrel
µrel
, (3)
which can be effectively achieved by simultaneously ob-
serving the same event from at least two well-separated
(O(1 AU)) observatories (Refsdal 1966; Gould 1994).
This is because, for typical Galactic microlensing events,
the projected Einstein radius on the observer plane,
r˜E =
AU
piE
, (4)
is of order ∼ 10 AU, and thus observers separated by
∼1 AU would see considerably different light curves of
the same microlensing event. For events with θE mea-
surements, including most planetary events, most bi-
nary events, and relatively rare single-lens events, the
measurements of piE directly yield the lens mass and
lens-source relative parallax
ML =
θE
κpiE
; pirel = θEpiE , (5)
the latter being a good proxy for distinguishing disk
and bulge lenses (see Section 4). For the great majority
of single-lens events, θE cannot be measured from the
microlensing light curve, but the lens distribution (ML
and pirel) can be much more tightly constrained once piE
is measured, as first pointed out by Han & Gould (1995).
For this reason, the Spitzer Space Telescope has been
employed for microlensing (Dong et al. 2007; Gould et
al. 2013, 2014, 2015a,b, 2016). The 2014 Spitzer mi-
crolensing experiment served as a pilot program that
successfully demonstrated the ability to measure mi-
crolens parallax using Spitzer (Udalski et al. 2015a; Yee
et al. 2015a; Calchi Novati et al. 2015; Zhu et al. 2015a).
Starting in 2015, the main goal of Spitzer microlensing
campaigns became measuring the Galactic distribution
of planets (Calchi Novati et al. 2015; Yee et al. 2015b).
It is by no means trivial to organize Spitzer and
ground observations to enable a measurement of the
Galactic distribution of planets that is unbiased by ob-
servational decisions. On the one hand, microlensing
events must be chosen for Spitzer observations very care-
fully in order to maximize both the sensitivity to plan-
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ets of the whole sample and the probability that these
observations will actually lead to a microlens parallax
measurement. On the other hand, these observational
decisions cannot in any way be influenced by whether
planets have (or have not) been detected. The first ob-
jective requires that observational decisions make maxi-
mal use of available information, while the second means
that a certain “blindness” to this information must be
rigorously enforced. Yee et al. (2015b) discussed in great
detail how to optimize observations while enforcing this
blindness, and a short summary is given in Section 2.3.
Interested readers are urged to consult Yee et al. (2015b)
for more details.
Following the Yee et al. (2015b) protocol, the 2015
Spitzer microlensing campaign observed 170 microlens-
ing events that were first found in the ground-based
microlensing surveys, namely the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE, Udalski 2003; Udalski et
al. 2015b) and the Microlensing Observations in Astro-
physics (MOA, Bond et al. 2001; Sako et al. 2008). In
this work, we present analysis of 50 of them that fall
within the footprints of OGLE and the prime fields of
the newly established KMTNet (Korean Microlensing
Telescope Network, Kim et al. 2016).
The present work is not aimed at directly answering
how planets are distributed within the Galaxy. Instead,
we develop a framework within which the above ques-
tion can be ultimately addressed. It is nevertheless true
that the 50 events in our sample, observed at ∼10 min
cadence nearly continuously throughout year 2015, are
more sensitive to planets than the majority of the re-
maining events in the 2015 Spitzer sample. Another
significant contributor to the overall planet sensitivity
would be high-magnification events, which have nearly
100% sensitivity to planets (Griest & Safizadeh 1998;
Gould et al. 2010) but are considerably rarer. These
high-magnification events will be analyzed separately.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summa-
rizes our observations and reduction methods for both
ground-based and space-based data; Section 3 describes
our selection of the raw sample; in Section 4 we provide
the methodology for analyzing individual events, includ-
ing four-fold solutions, distance and mass estimations,
and planet sensitivity computation. This method is then
applied to the current sample, and results are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the implications of
this work, as well as outline the path for future work.
Table 1. Summary of the 50 events in our sample. Here (RA,Dec) are the equatorial coordinates, and (l,b) are the Galactic
coordinates. We also include the subjective selection dates and objective selection dates (if objective criteria are met), OGLE-
IV Bulge fields and cadences. In the last column, we present the HJD dates of the first and last Spitzer observation, as well
as the total number of observations from Spitzer.
OGLE # RA (deg) Dec (deg) l (deg) b (deg) Subjective Objective OGLE-IV fields, Spitzer observations
selection selection cadences (per day) start, stop, #
0011 269.217833 −29.283250 0.957550 −2.289872 5-30-11:59 — BLG505, 30 7184.96, 7222.58, 53
0029 269.944167 −28.644944 1.828415 −2.522683 5-10-14:33 6-01 BLG505, 30 7185.31, 7222.89, 52
0034 270.580333 −27.516083 3.088357 −2.452817 4-28-17:01 6-08 BLG511, 10 7186.01, 7222.92, 62
0081 268.653000 −28.996278 0.957513 −1.719135 6-01-14:25 — BLG505, 30 7184.10, 7221.81, 57
0350 268.248583 −31.820278 −1.657210 −2.846465 5-19-20:45 6-01 BLG535, 3 7183.95, 7221.76, 61
0379 269.104292 −29.574056 0.656089 −2.350021 5-19-20:45 6-01 BLG505, 30 7184.61, 7222.58, 54
0388 268.468917 −28.534028 1.274824 −1.346174 5-10-14:33 6-01 BLG500, 10 7183.98, 7221.81, 66
0461 270.043208 −28.156944 2.295828 −2.356385 5-19-20:45 — BLG504, 10 7185.79, 7222.90, 58
0529 270.264667 −29.922917 0.854524 −3.397576 5-16-22:18 6-08 BLG513, 3 7185.79, 7222.92, 51
0565 269.153708 −29.128056 1.063892 −2.163672 5-16-22:18 6-01 BLG505, 30 7184.62, 7222.59, 53
Note—This table is available in its entirety in the machine-readable format.
2. OBSERVATIONS & DATA REDUCTIONS
2.1. OGLE
All events in our sample were found by the Opti-
cal Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) collab-
oration in real-time through its Early Warning System
(Udalski et al. 1994; Udalski 2003), based on observa-
tions with the 1.4 deg2 camera on its 1.3-m Warsaw Tele-
scope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile (Udal-
ski 2003; Udalski et al. 2015b). These events received
OGLE-IV observations with cadences varying from 3 to
30 per day. The coordinates, OGLE-IV fields and ca-
dences of individual events are provided in Table 1.
OGLE data were reduced using the photometry soft-
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ware developed by Wozniak (2000) and Udalski (2003),
which was based on the Difference Image Analysis (DIA)
technique (Alard & Lupton 1998).
2.2. KMTNet
The KMTNet consists of three 1.6-m telescopes lo-
cated at CTIO in Chile, SAAO in South Africa, and SSO
in Australia. Observations were initiated on February
3rd (JD=2457056.9), February 19th (JD=2457072.6),
and June 9th (JD=2457182.9) in 2015 from CTIO,
SAAO, and SSO, respectively. Each telescope is
equipped with a 4 deg2 field-of-view camera, and ob-
serves the ∼16 deg2 prime microlensing fields at ∼10
min cadence when the bulge is visible.
The KMTNet data were reduced by the DIA photo-
metric pipeline (Alard & Lupton 1998; Albrow et al.
2009).
2.3. Spitzer
As detailed in Yee et al. (2015b), the Spitzer pro-
gram is designed to maximize the sum of the prod-
ucts
∑
i SiPi, where Si is the planet sensitivity of event
i and Pi is the probability to measure the microlens
parallax of this event. As a consequence, the Spitzer
team started selecting targets beginning in early May,
2015, although Spitzer did not start taking data until
JD′=JD-2450000=7180.2 (2015 June 6.7). To enforce
our blindness to the existence of planets in any events,
we select events if (1) they meet certain objective criteria
at the time of one of the uploads of targets to Spitzer,
in which case they are considered as “objectively cho-
sen”, or (2) they do not meet objective criteria, but are
nevertheless selected on the basis that the Spitzer team
believes that by selecting them the quantity
∑
i SiPi
can be maximized. Events selected in the latter case are
known as “subjectively chosen”. For objectively chosen
events, planets as well as planet sensitivities from before
or after the Spitzer selection dates can be incorporated
into the statistical analysis, while for subjectively chosen
events, only planets (and planet sensitivities) from after
the Spitzer selection dates can be included in the final
sample. 1 One relevant point is that, any event that is
originally subjectively chosen but later meets objective
criteria will be considered as objective chosen (provided
its parallax is measurable based on the restricted set of
Spitzer data acquired after the date it became objec-
tive).
Events once selected are given Spitzer cadences ac-
cording to suggestions in Yee et al. (2015b). The ma-
jority of events received Spitzer observations at 1/day
1 More precisely, planets (and the putative planets needed for
the sensitivity calculation) that are detectable in data that were
available to the team prior to their decision, must be excluded.
cadence. Higher cadences were assigned to a few events,
if the Spitzer team believed the nominal cadence would
lead to failures in parallax measurements. After all
targets were scheduled according to their adopted ca-
dences, the remaining time, if any, was applied to events
that appeared or would appear with relatively high-
magnification as seen from the ground. Spitzer obser-
vations stopped if the pre-defined criteria for stopping
observations in Yee et al. (2015b) were met, or the event
exited the Spitzer Sun-angle window. Our last Spitzer
observation was taken on JD′ = 7222.28. In Table 1 we
provide the information of Spitzer selection and obser-
vation of each individual event.
Spitzer data were reduced using the customized soft-
ware that was developed by Calchi Novati et al. (2015)
specifically for this program. This software improved the
performance of Spitzer IRAC photometry in crowded
fields, although unknown systematics may persist in
some cases. We discuss this in Section 5.1.
2.4. Additional Color Data
The characterization of a microlensing event requires
a measurement of the color of the source star. This
is usually achieved by using the less frequent V band
observations from survey teams, but it does not work
for events that are highly extincted in optical bands.
For this reason, we also obtained observations of all
Spitzer targets using the ANDICAM (DePoy et al. 2003)
dichroic camera on the 1.3 m SMARTS telescope at
CTIO. These observations were made simultaneously in
I andH bands, and were for the specific purpose of infer-
ring the I− [3.6µm] color of the source star. These addi-
tional color data were reduced using DoPhot (Schechter
et al. 1993).
3. RAW SAMPLE SELECTION
According to Yee et al. (2015b), only events in which
piE can be “measured” are useful for the study of the
Galactic distribution of planets. While the phrase “piE
is measured” is not defined until Section 5.2, we provide
here our procedure for raw sample selection.
In 2015, there are in total 68 Spitzer events that fall
within the footprints of KMTNet prime fields. The fol-
lowing events are excluded from the raw sample for var-
ious reasons:
- Three were not covered by OGLE; they were se-
lected for Spitzer observations based on alerts
by MOA: MOA-2015-BLG-079, MOA-2015-BLG-
237, and MOA-2015-BLG-267.
- Event OGLE-2014-BLG-0613 was alerted in 2014;
it has extremely long timescale and has not
reached baseline by the time this study started.
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- Event OGLE-2015-BLG-1136 was later on identi-
fied as a cataclysmic variable (CV) rather than a
microlensing event.
- Six events show perturbations that can only be
explained by stellar binaries: OGLE-2015-BLG-
(0060, 0914, 0968, 1346, 1368) and OGLE-2015-
BLG-1212 (Bozza et al. 2016).
- Events OGLE-2015-BLG-0022 and OGLE-2015-
BLG-0244 show significant contamination of xal-
larap effect (binary-source orbital motion).
- Events OGLE-2015-BLG-1109 and OGLE-2015-
BLG-1187 have impact parameters as seen from
Earth u0,⊕ > 1, which implies extremely low
planet sensitivities.
- The microlens parallax vector piE of events OGLE-
2015-BLG-1184 and OGLE-2015-BLG-1500 could
not be measured, because the time coverages by
Spitzer are too short and the Spitzer light curves
do not show any features of microlensing (Calchi
Novati et al. 2015).
- The microlens parallax vector piE of event OGLE-
2015-BLG-1403 could not be constrained because
of the lack of the source color constraint.
Therefore, our raw sample contains 50 events. Informa-
tion regarding their (equatorial and Galactic) positions
and observations (by OGLE and Spitzer) is given in Ta-
ble 1. Since all of these events lie in one of the four prime
KMTNet fields, which were observed essentially contin-
uously, their KMTNet cadences are virtually identical.
4. METHODS
The sensitivity to planets of a microlensing event with
a parallax measurement (and hence of an ensemble of
such events) can be logically divided into two distinct
problems. First, one must determine the probability
function of the lens “distance” (defined more precisely
below). Second, for each allowed distance, one must de-
termine the sensitivity to planets as a function of planet
parameters, either the microlensing (q, s) or the physical
parameters (mp, a⊥). These issues have been previously
addressed separately by Calchi Novati et al. (2015), Yee
et al. (2015b), and Zhu et al. (2015b). However, since
this is the first measurement of sensitivity to the Galac-
tic distribution of planets, we likewise present here the
first integrated overview of the mathematics of this mea-
surement. Moreover, based on this integration, we will
identify some previously overlooked components of the
analysis and also modify some past procedures.
Descriptions of the derivation of event solutions (Sec-
tion 4.1), the estimation of lens distance and mass dis-
tributions (Section 4.3), and the computation of planet
sensitivities (Section 4.4) follow immediately below.
4.1. Four-Fold Solutions
The separation between Earth and the satellite per-
pendicular to the line of sight to the microlensing event,
D⊥, causes apparent changes in the angular lens-source
separation ∆θ = pirelD⊥/AU, and this in turn gives rise
to different microlensing light curves. These light curves,
as seen from Earth and from the satellite, appear to
peak at different times t0 and with different impact pa-
rameters u0 (normalized to θE). In the approximation
of rectilinear motion of Earth and the satellite (Refsdal
1966; Gould 1994; Graff & Gould 2002)
piE ≈ AU
D⊥
(∆τ,∆β) , (6)
where
∆τ ≡ t0,sat − t0,⊕
tE
; ∆β ≡ u0,sat − u0,⊕ . (7)
Unfortunately, u0 is a signed quantity (depending on
whether the lens passes the source on its right or left, see
Fig. 4 of Gould 2004 for sign definition), while only |u0|
is directly measurable from the light curve. Therefore,
satellite parallax measurements are subject to a four-
fold degeneracy 2
piE ≈ AU
D⊥
(∆τ,∆β±,±) , (8)
where
∆β+,+ ≡ +u0,sat − u0,⊕ , (+,+) solution
∆β+,− ≡ −u0,sat − u0,⊕ , (+,−) solution
∆β−,− ≡ −u0,sat + u0,⊕ , (−,−) solution
∆β−,+ ≡ +u0,sat − u0,⊕ , (−,+) solution
. (9)
In principle, higher-order effects in the light curve it-
self can break this degeneracy. At first order (in the
polynomial expansion of Smith et al. 2003), it can be
broken from the different Einstein timescales tE mea-
sured from Earth and satellite due to their relative mo-
tion (even within the approximation of rectilinear mo-
tion) (Gould 1995). At third and fourth order, it can be
broken due to parallax effects from the accelerated mo-
tion of Earth (Gould 1992). In practice, however, these
effects are usually quite weak. First, with current ex-
periments, tE is normally not independently measured
from the satellite simply because the observational in-
vestment for this would be extremely high (Gaudi &
2 Here we adopt the following notation for the degenerate so-
lutions: [sgn(u0,⊕), sgn(u0,spitz)]. See Zhu et al. (2015a) for the
conversion between this notation and the one used in Calchi No-
vati et al. (2015).
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Gould 1997a), and these resources are better applied
to observing more events. Ground-based parallaxes are
rarely measured because the Einstein timescales are typ-
ically small tE < yr/2pi, so that third, and particularly
fourth, order effects are very subtle. This indeed is the
reason for going to space. Nevertheless, although these
higher-order effects are small, they can contribute to
breaking the degeneracy between well-determined, but
otherwise indistinguishable parallax solutions.
We search for and characterize the four solutions us-
ing the code developed in Zhu et al. (2016a). We first
find a simple three-parameter (t0, u0, tE) solution based
on OGLE data. Next, we include Spitzer data, intro-
duce two parameters piE,N and piE,E, which are the two
components of vector piE along the north and east di-
rections, respectively, and easily find one of the four
parallax solutions by allowing χ2 to go downhill. As
per the usual convention, these parameters (piE,N, piE,E,
tE) are defined in the geocentric frame (Gould 2004).
3
The location of the Spitzer satellite is extracted from
the JPL Horizons website 4, enabling a self-consistent
quantification of the microlens parallax effect and the
event timescale. In addition, there are two flux param-
eters for each data set, Fs and Fb. The former is the
flux from the source, and the latter is the flux that is
blended within the aperture and does not participate
in the event. The model for the total flux observed at
epoch ti for data set j is then given by
F j(ti) = F
j
s ·Aj(ti; t0, u0, tE, ρ,piE) + F jb . (10)
Once a solution is found, we estimate the uncertainties of
parameters via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
analysis, using the emcee ensemble sampler (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013). The remaining three solutions are
also easily found by seeding solutions at the locations ex-
pected based on Equation (8). In some cases, typically
events with long timescales or events peaking near the
beginning of the season, there is no local minimum at χ2
surface for one or more solutions due to strong parallax
information from the ground. Within the mathemati-
cal formalism that follows, these other solutions can be
thought of as “existing” but having very high ∆χ2 rel-
ative to the best solution.
For each of the four solutions we then derive piE, v˜hel,
the uncertainty of the latter quantity, and ∆χ2 relative
to the best solution. Here, v˜hel is the transverse veloc-
ity between the source and the lens projected onto the
observer plane, after the correction from geocentric to
3 See a discussion of microlensing parallax in heliocentric frame
in Calchi Novati & Scarpetta (2016).
4 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons
heliocentric frames,
v˜hel = v˜geo + v⊕,⊥; v˜geo =
AU
tE
piE
pi2E
, (11)
where v⊕,⊥ is the velocity of Earth at the event peak and
projected perpendicular to the directory of the event.
To facilitate further discussions, we also define here the
event timescale in the heliocentric frame
t′E ≡
r˜E
v˜hel
; r˜E ≡ AU
piE
. (12)
In deriving event solutions, we are able to incorporate
“color constraints” (either V I[3.6µm] or IH[3.6µm])
into the fit. This is either very important or essen-
tial for the great majority of cases, as anticipated by
Yee et al. (2015b). The naive idea of space-based par-
allaxes, as outlined by Refsdal (1966) and Gould (1994)
and as captured by Equation (6), is that t0 and u0
will be measured independently from the satellite and
Earth. However, such independent measurements are
essentially impossible if the event is not observed over
(or at least close to) peak. Hence, in the 2014 pilot
program, exceptional efforts were made to observe over
peak, which greatly restricted the number of events that
could be targeted, given the short (∼38 day) observing
window set by Spitzer Sun-angle restrictions and given
the 6±3 day delays in observing targets (Fig. 1 of Udal-
ski et al. 2015a). However, based on experience in op-
tical bands (Yee et al. 2012), Yee et al. (2015b) argued
that, even if the peak were not observed from the satel-
lite, it would be possible to recover (t0, tE)sat provided
that the Spitzer source flux could be determined from
a combination of (1) the measured source flux of the
ground-based light curve, (2) the measured source color
in ground-based bands (V −I or I−H), and (3) a color-
color relation (e.g., V I[3.6µm]) derived from field stars.
In practice, we derive the (I − [3.6µm]) from the mea-
sured color and color-color relation and then impose the
2σ limits of this measurement as hard constraints in the
fit.
4.2. Galactic Model
4.2.1. Stellar Density Profile
The Galactic Center has equatorial coordinates
(αGC, δGC) = (17
h45m37.s224,−28◦56′10.′′23) (Reid &
Brunthaler 2004) and heliocentric distance RGC =
8.3 kpc (Gillessen et al. 2009). The Sun is above the
Galactic mid-plane (z = 0) by 27 pc (Chen et al. 2001),
which corresponds to a tilt angle β = 0.19◦.
The total stellar number density n? at given Galacto-
centric coordinates (x, y, z) is the sum of contributions
from the bulge and disk components
n?(x, y, z) = nB(x
′, y′, z′) + nD(R, z) . (13)
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Figure 1. The stellar number density profile toward the Baade’s window for our adopted Galactic model, shown in linear scale
on the left and logarithmic scale on the right.
We assume a triaxial G2 model for the bulge component
(Kent et al. 1991; Dwek et al. 1995).
nB = nB,0e
−r2s/2; rs ≡
{[(
x′
x0
)2
+
(
y′
y0
)2]2
+
(
z′
z0
)4}1/4
,
(14)
where nB,0 = 13.7 pc
−3, x0 = 1.59 kpc, y0 = 424 pc,
and z0 = 424 pc. These values are adopted from Robin
et al. (2003). The coordinates (x′, y′, z′) are derived by
rotating the Galactocentric coordinates (x, y, z) around
z axis by αbar = 30
◦ (e.g., Cao et al. 2013; Wegg &
Gerhard 2013). The disk component in Equation (13)
has the form (Bahcall 1986)
nD = nD,0 exp
[
−
(
R−RGC
R0
+
|z|
zD,0
)]
. (15)
Here R ≡
√
x2 + y2, the local stellar number density
nD,0 = 0.14 pc
−3, the scale length of the disk R0 =
3.5 kpc, and the scale height of the disk zD,0 = 325 pc
(Han & Gould 1995). We show in Figure 1 the stel-
lar number density profile toward the Baade’s window,
which is approximately the center of microlensing fields.
4.2.2. Stellar Velocity Distribution
The mean stellar velocity at Galactocentric coordi-
nates (x, y, z) has the form
µv(x, y, z) =
nB
n?
µv,B +
nD
n?
µv,D , (16)
and the velocity dispersion is given by
σ2v,i(x, y, z) =
(
nB
n?
)2
σ2v,i,B+
(
nD
n?
)2
σ2v,i,D (i = x, y, z) .
(17)
We assume that the bulge stars have zero mean velocity
and 120 km s−1 velocity dispersion along each direction
(σv,i,B = 120 km s
−1). The latter is derived from the
proper motion dispersion of bulge stars σµ = 3 mas yr
−1
(Poleski et al. 2013). Disk stars partake of the flat rota-
tion curve with 240 km s−1 (i.e., µv,z,D = 0 km s−1, and
µv,y,D = 240 km s
−1, Reid et al. 2014), and their veloc-
ity dispersions are 18 km s−1 and 33 km s−1 in the ver-
tical (z) and rotation (y) directions. The Sun partakes
of the same rotation curve, and has a peculiar motion
(V = 12 km s−1 and W = 7 km s−1, Scho¨nrich et al.
2010) relative to the local standard of rest.
4.2.3. Stellar Mass Function
We choose two forms of the lens mass function (MF):
(1) a flat MF with dξ(ML)/d logML ∝ 1; and (2) a
Kroupa MF (Kroupa 2001)
dξ(ML)
d logML
∝

M0.7L , 0.013 < ML/M < 0.08
M−0.3L , 0.08 < ML/M < 0.5
M−1.3L , 0.5 < ML/M < 1.3
.
(18)
In both cases, no planetary lenses are included, and the
upper end of the MF is truncated at 1.3M. As has
been demonstrated in Calchi Novati et al. (2015) and
will also be shown later, the choice of a different MF
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has essentially no effect on the result.
4.3. The Lens Distance & Mass Distribution
Following Calchi Novati et al. (2015), we define a lens
“distance” parameter D8.3 that is a monotonic function
of pirel,
D8.3 ≡ kpc
(pirel/mas) + 1/8.3
. (19)
This has the advantage that pirel is much better con-
strained than the lens distance DL (see Equation 5), and
also informs us more of the Galactic population from
which the lens is drawn. That is,
D8.3 → DL (DL  DS) ; (20)
(8.3 kpc−D8.3)→ DLS (DLS  DS) , (21)
where DLS ≡ DS−DL. A determination that DLS  DS
is a much better indicator that the lens is in the bulge
than the value of DL (which in any case is less precisely
known).
As discussed in Section 1, the lens distance parameter
D8.3 cannot be uniquely determined for the majority of
events because of the lack of θE measurement. We there-
fore derive the Bayesian distribution of D8.3 by imposing
a Galactic model. As first pointed out by Han & Gould
(1995), such a distribution of D8.3 is fairly compact if piE
rather than θE (which gives µrel) can be measured. One
can understand this by first approximating the Galactic
disk lenses as moving exactly on a flat rotation curve
and bulge sources as not moving. Then (also approxi-
mating the Sun as being at the local standard of rest),
pirel → v˜hel
µsgrA?
, (22)
where µsgrA? is the observed proper motion of the Galac-
tic center, and v˜hel is the magnitude of v˜hel from Equa-
tion (11). In fact, the velocities of both the sources and
lenses are dispersed relative to this naive model. How-
ever, since these dispersions (projected on the observer
plane) are typically small compared to the projection
of the flat rotation curve, the probability distribution
of pirel (and therefore D8.3) is typically compact. Then,
since ML = pirel/(κpi
2
E), ML is also quite well measured.
To further illustrate this point under our adopted
Galactic model, we show in Figure 2 the probability
distributions of v˜hel and µrel for several different lens
distances. Here v˜hel and µrel are the amplitude of the
two vectors, v˜hel and µrel, respectively, and these vec-
tors are related to lens and source properties by
v˜hel =
DS
DLS
vL,gc − DL
DLS
vS,gc − v,gc , (23)
and
µrel =
vL,gc − v,gc
DL
− vS,gc − v,gc
DS
. (24)
Here vL,gc, vS,gc, and v,gc are the Galactocentric veloc-
ities of the lens, the source, and Sun, respectively. Fig-
ure 2 demonstrates again that any knowledge of v˜hel pro-
vides much more information of the lens distance than
µrel could be.
The distribution of D8.3 is derived following a variant
of the method in Calchi Novati et al. (2015). Here we
provide the mathematical form of this derivation. For
a fixed source distance DS, the differential event rate of
Galactic microlensing is given by
d4Γ
dDLd logMLd2µrel
= nL,?D
2
L(2θE)µrelfµ(µrel)
dξ(ML)
d logML
.
(25)
Here nL,? is the local stellar density at position
(α, δ,DL), fµ(µrel) is the two-dimensional probabil-
ity distribution function of the lens-source relative
proper motion µrel, and dξ(ML)/d logML is the stel-
lar mass function in logarithmic scale. Equation (25)
can be rewritten in terms of microlensing observables
(D8.3, t
′
E, v˜hel),
d4Γ
dD8.3dt′Ed2v˜hel
=
d4Γ
dDLd logMLd2µrel
∣∣∣∣∂(DL, logML,µrel)∂(D8.3, t′E, v˜hel)
∣∣∣∣
= 4nL,?
D4L
D28.3
µ2relfv˜(v˜hel)
dξ(ML)
d logML
.
(26)
Here fv˜(v˜hel) is the two-dimensional probability func-
tion of v˜hel, which can be derived from Equation (23)
under a given Galactic model. In the latter evaluation of
Equation (26), we have substituted Equation (25) and
the following Jacobian determinant∣∣∣∣∂(DL, logML,µrel)∂(D8.3, t′E, v˜hel)
∣∣∣∣ = ( DLD8.3
)2
µrel
v˜hel
1
ML
∣∣∣∣∂(ML, µrel)∂(t′E, v˜hel)
∣∣∣∣
=
(
DL
D8.3
)2
2pi2rel
AU2t′E
.
(27)
For a given set of (t′E, v˜hel), Equation (26) thus deter-
mines the relative (prior) probability distribution ofD8.3
at fixed DS. This is then integrated over the posterior
distributions of t′E and v˜hel from the light curve model-
ing to yield the relative probability distribution of D8.3
for a fixed DS. To account for the variation in DS, we av-
erage over all possible values of DS (from Dmin = 6 kpc
to Dmax = 10 kpc, assuming bulge sources), with each
weighted by the number of available sources at that dis-
tance, nS,?D
2−γ
S dDS. Here nS,? is the local stellar den-
sity at (α, δ,DS), D
2
SdDS is the volume between DS and
DS + dDS, and D
−γ
S is approximately the fraction of
stars that have the measured apparent magnitude (Ki-
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Figure 2. The (prior) probability distributions of v˜hel (left panel) and µrel (right panel) for four lens distances DL = 2, 4, 6, and
7 kpc, under the Galactic model specified in Section 4.2. These distances represent typical lens distances at near disk, mid-disk,
far disk, and bulge, respectively. For this illustration, the source has a fixed distance DS = 8.3 kpc.
raga & Paczynski 1994). We choose γ = 2.85 for our
sample, for reasons that are given in Appendix A. Then
the non-normalized (“raw”) probability distribution of
D8.3 for the given solution is
Praw(D8.3) =
∫DS,max
DS,min
P(D8.3|DS)nS,?D2−γS dDS∫DS,max
DS,min
nS,?D
2−γ
S dDS
, (28)
where
P(D8.3|DS) ≡
∫
d4Γ
dD8.3dt′Ed2v˜hel
P (t′E|Data)P (v˜hel|Data)dt′Ed2v˜hel .
(29)
In practice, we assume that the posterior distribution
of t′E, P (t
′
E|Data), is a Dirac δ function, and that the
posterior distribution of v˜hel, P (v˜hel|Data), is a bi-
variate Gaussian function whose covariance matrix is
determined in Section 4.1. The former assumption is
reasonable because t′E (essentially tE) is well measured
in almost all events and especially because it is much
better constrained than v˜hel. The second assumption
is adopted so that the above integration can be com-
puted analytically (see Appendix B). We have neverthe-
less tested the validity of this assumption with some ex-
amples, by comparing the analytic result with numerical
integration of the (non-Gaussian) true posterior distri-
bution from MCMC.
To derive the distance distribution of one event, we
must weight all degenerate solutions correctly. The
weight contains two factors: (1) exp (−∆χ2/2), which
is from the light curve modeling, and (2) pi−2E , which is
based on the so-called “Rich” argument. The Rich argu-
ment was originally pointed out by James Rich (ca 1997,
private communication). It argues that, qualitatively,
if piE,+− (and so piE,−+) are much larger than piE,++
(and piE,−−), then the former are likely spurious solu-
tions. This is because the true solutions for events with
small piE are much more likely to be piE,±± solutions,
and can almost always generate spurious counterpart
solutions piE,±∓ that are much larger. However, large
piE solutions can only rarely generate spurious small piE
solutions. Calchi Novati et al. (2015) quantified this ar-
gument and showed that solutions should be weighted
by pi−2E , although they nevertheless only applied this
weighting when the ratio of piE between solutions was
relatively large. Here, we carry the analysis of Calchi
Novati et al. (2015) to its logical conclusion and apply
this weighting uniformly to all events. The final normal-
ized distribution of D8.3 for each individual solution i is
given by
Pi(D8.3) =
e−∆χ
2
i /2pi−2E,iPi,raw(D8.3)
N , (30)
where
N ≡
4∑
i=1
e−∆χ
2
i /2
pi2E,i
∫
Pi,raw(D8.3)dD8.3 . (31)
The lens mass distribution is derived in a similar way.
One key equation involved is given below
d4Γ
d logMLdt′Ed2v˜hel
= 4nL,?D
4
Lfv˜(v˜hel)
dξ(ML)
d logML
µ3rel
v˜hel
.
(32)
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The rest are almost identical to Equations (28) and (30),
except for replacing D8.3 with ML (or logML).
4.4. Planet Sensitivities
We apply the planet sensitivity code developed by Zhu
et al. (2015b). The method was first proposed by Rhie et
al. (2000) 5 and further developed by Yee et al. (2015b)
and Zhu et al. (2015b) to incorporate space-based ob-
servations. Below we provide brief descriptions of the
methods and the code, and interested readers can find
more details in Yee et al. (2015b) and Zhu et al. (2015b).
The calculation of planet sensitivity requires a cer-
tain value for ρ, which is the angular source size θ?
normalized to θE, ρ ≡ θ?/θE. The angular source size
θ? is estimated following the standard procedure, i.e.,
by comparing the positions of source star and the red
clump centroid on the color-magnitude diagram (Yoo et
al. 2004). The determination of θE follows the prescrip-
tion given by Yee et al. (2015b): for a given solution, we
derive the transverse velocity v˜hel using Equation (11),
and choose µrel = 7 mas yr
−1 if v˜hel favors a disk lens
and µrel = 4 mas yr
−1 if v˜hel favors a bulge lens; then
θE = µreltE.
We first compute the planet sensitivity S as a func-
tion of planet-to-star mass ratio q and the planet/star
separation s normalized to the angular Einstein radius
θE. Twenty q values are chosen uniformly in logarith-
mic scale between 10−5 and 0.04, which correspond to
a mass range from 1 M⊕ to 13 MJ for a 0.3 M host.
Twenty s values are chosen also uniformly in logarithmic
scale between 0.3 to 3. Our choice of the “lensing zone”
covers the region where microlensing is sensitive for the
nearly all events. For each set of (q, s), we generate 100
planetary light curves that have other parameters the
same except for α, which is the angle between the source
trajectory and the lens binary axis. For each simulated
light curve, we then find the best-fit single-lens model
using the downhill simplex algorithm, the goodness of
which is quantified by χ2SL. For events that were sub-
jectively chosen and never met the objective criteria,
we additionally find the deviation from the single-lens
model in the ground-based data that were released 6 be-
fore the subjective chosen date tsub. If this deviation is
significant (χ2 > 10, Yee et al. 2015b), we consider the
injected planet as having been noticeable and thus reject
this α, regardless of how significant χ2SL is. Otherwise,
for these events and events that met objective criteria,
we pass the simulated events to the anomaly detection
filter. The sensitivity S(q, s) is the fraction of α values
for which the injected planets are detectable.
5 See also the other approach by Gaudi & Sackett (2000).
6 All KMTNet data were released after the end of the season.
We adopt the following detection thresholds, which
are more realistic than that used in Zhu et al. (2015b)
and have been used in Poleski et al. (2016): C1. χ2SL >
300 and at least three consecutive data points from the
same observatory show > 3σ deviations; or C2. χ2SL >
500. C1 aims for capturing sharp planetary anomalies,
and C2 is supplementary to C1 for recognizing the long-
term weak distortions.
In principle, the planet sensitivities could be substan-
tially different for the piE,±± solutions compared to the
piE,±∓ solutions, because source trajectories as seen by
Earth and Spitzer pass by the lens on the projected
plane from the same side for the former, but opposite
sides for the latter (Zhu et al. 2015b). However, for
the data sets under consideration in the present paper,
which typically have several dozen observations per day
from the ground and only one or a few per day from
space, almost all the sensitivity comes from the ground
observations. Hence, the sensitivities of the four de-
generate solutions are almost identical. See Figure 6
of Poleski et al. (2016) for an example. The small
differences between four solutions arise from the dif-
ferent values of ρ used in the computation, because
ρ = θ?/(µreltE) and the choice of µrel relies on the mag-
nitude of piE.
Current experiments are very far from having the abil-
ity to separately measure distance distributions for the
individual (s, q). Hence, we also define the sensitivity to
a given planet-to-star mass ratio q
S(q) =
∫
S(q, s)d log s . (33)
This bears the assumption that the distribution of s is
flat in logarithmic scale, which is reasonable according
to recent studies (e.g., Fressin et al. 2013; Dong & Zhu
2013; Petigura et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2015; Clanton &
Gaudi 2016).
5. RESULTS
5.1. Light Curves & Systematics
We present the ground-based and space-based light
curves of each event in our sample in Figures 3, 4, and
5. All data sets except OGLE have been re-scaled to the
OGLE I magnitude based on the best-fit model
F˜ j =
FOGLEs
F js
(F j − F jb ) + FOGLEb . (34)
We suppress KMTNet data sets in these plots, and only
show OGLE data for clarity. The reader can find an
example event that demonstrates the much denser cov-
erage of KMTNet in Figure 6.
The ground-based data of all 50 events in our sam-
ple can be well fitted by a single-lens model. How-
ever, the Spitzer data of several of them show deviations
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Figure 3. Ground-based (black) and space-based (red) data and best-fit models of the first 20 events in our sample. Here we
only show the OGLE data for the ground-based part. KMTNet data have nearly continuous coverage with cadence ∼10 mins,
as shown in Figure 6 for an example. The Spitzer data and light curves have been rescaled to the OGLE magnitude system
according to Equation (34). For each event, the OGLE number is shown in the upper left, and the vertical red lines indicate the
subjective (dashed) and objective (solid) selection dates. Note that models shown here are the ones with minimum χ2. Please
refer to Table 2 for parameters and uncertainties of individual events.
from this simple description. Some of these deviations
are prominent, such as in OGLE-2015-BLG-0081, 0461,
0703, 0961 and 1189. However, we believe that these are
due to unknown systematics in the Spitzer data rather
than indications of companions to the lens. Below we
provide two examples to demonstrate this point. Poleski
et al. (2016) noticed a strong deviation in the Spitzer
data of OGLE-2015-BLG-0448. Although they found
that a lens companion with q = 1.7×10−4 could improve
the single-lens model by ∆χ2 = 128, they showed that
even the best-fit binary-lens model could not remove all
the deviations in the Spitzer data. Therefore, the trend
in Spitzer data was likely caused by systematics rather
than physical signal from additional lens object. This
is especially true for OGLE-2015-BLG-0961. As shown
in Figure 6, the ground-based data can be well fitted
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Figure 4. Ground-based (black) and space-based (red) data and best-fit models for events with OGLE number from 1148 to
1440. See Figure 3 caption for detailed explanations.
by a single-lens model with extremely high magnifica-
tion (u0,⊕ ≤ 0.005 at 1-σ level), which excludes any lens
companions with q & 3 × 10−4 if close to the Einstein
ring (see Figure 13). The Spitzer data show a long term
deviation centered at the time when the event peaked
from the ground. This long term deviation, if attributed
to a companion to the lens, could only be caused by the
planetary caustic. With u0,spitz = 0.1 and the position
of planetary caustic at |s− 1/s|, the separation between
the hypothetical lens companion and the primary lens
should be log s = ±0.02. Combining the duration of the
deviation (10 days out of tE = 60 days) and the width
of planetary caustic (Han 2006), we can put limit on the
companion mass ratio q & 2× 10−3. There do not exist
any q values that could explain the non-detection in the
ground-based data and the significant trend in Spitzer
data. Therefore, the trend in Spitzer data is likely due
to systematics in the Spitzer data reduction. 7
7 In principle, the trend in Spitzer data can also be caused by
binary sources. However, this scenario requires a secondary source
that is nearly as faint as the primary source, but redder by 2.5 mag
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Figure 5. Ground-based (black) and space-based (red) data and best-fit models for the last 10 events in our sample. See
Figure 3 caption for detailed explanations.
Figure 6. Light curves of event OGLE-2015-BLG-0961 as
seen by Spitzer and from the ground. All ground-based data
sets are shown here. The densely covered ground-based light
curve shows no deviation from a point-lens event, which puts
an upper limit on the planet-to-star mass ratio q . 3×10−4.
The deviation in Spitzer light curve would require q & 2 ×
10−3. Therefore, the deviation in Spitzer data could only be
caused by systematics.
in I − [3.6µm] or 1.6 mag in V − I. Such stars are extremely rare.
Therefore, it is very unlikely that the trend is caused by binary
sources.
The systematics in Spitzer data can potentially af-
fect the parallax measurements. However, it has been
demonstrated that the influence is small in several pub-
lished events. For example, Poleski et al. (2016) showed
that the parallax parameters with and without the sys-
tematic trend were almost identical. The agreement be-
tween orbital parallax and satellite parallax also indi-
cates that the effect of systematics is less likely an issue
(e.g., Udalski et al. 2015a; Han et al. 2017).
5.2. Event Parameters & Lens Distributions
We provide in Table 2 the best-fit parameters as well
as associated uncertainties for solutions with ∆χ2 ≤ 100
of all 50 events. Here ∆χ2 is the difference between
a given solution and the best solution for that event.
With these, and following the method in Section 4.3, we
derive the lens distance parameter D8.3 and lens mass
ML distributions for every event in our raw sample.
Based on all event parameters and the subsequent lens
distributions, we can now select events for our final sta-
tistical sample. The guideline is that only events with
“detected parallax” can be included for the study of the
Galactic distribution of planets, as Yee et al. (2015b)
pointed out. At first sight, the above guideline seems
to suggest a criterion on the measurement uncertainty
of piE. However, such an approach would be problem-
atic, in particular because the uncertainty of piE is deter-
mined for individual solution, but decisions have to be
made for individual events, which generally have more
14 Zhu et al.
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Figure 8. The distributions of lens distance parameter D8.3 for all 50 events in our raw sample. Events in the last two panels
(bottom right) are excluded from the final sample because of their broad D8.3 distribution. Events included in the final sample,
as well as events excluded from the final sample, are shown in the order of increasing median D8.3.
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ML for the 41 events in our sample. We choose the results with flat MF (in logML) and Rich argument as “standard”, but
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than one solutions. As shown in Table 2, the (±,∓) so-
lutions are in general better constrained than the (±,±)
solutions, so even though they are statistically disfa-
vored by the Rich argument, they are more likely to
survive if a cut on the detection significance of piE is
applied. Although it is possible to design a criterion
for choosing events that balances the two opposite fac-
tors, a better approach is to choose events based on the
distance parameter D8.3 and its associated uncertainty
σ(D8.3). This is because only events with well deter-
mined distances contribute to the measurement of the
Galactic distribution of planets.
We show in Figure 7 the median value and the 1-σ un-
certainty of the lens distance parameter D8.3 derived for
each event in our raw sample. Here the 1-σ uncertainty
is the half-width of a 68% confidence interval centered
on the median D8.3. By visually inspecting the D8.3 dis-
tributions of all 50 events, which are shown in Figure 8,
we decide to use σ(D8.3) ≤ 1.4 kpc as the criterion for
claiming a parallax detection and thus for any event to
be included in the final sample. We end up with 41
events in the final sample. The 9 events that are ex-
cluded all have broad distributions of D8.3, even though
some of them have very good measurements of piE (e.g.,
OGLE-2015-BLG-0029, 0843, 1167). The broad distri-
bution of D8.3 arises from the atypical magnitude and
direction of v˜hel. When combined with the Galactic
model, the former favors near- to mid-disk lenses while
the latter favors bulge lenses.
The derived lens masses and the fractional uncertain-
ties are shown in Figure 9. As expected, events that do
not show compact D8.3 distributions do not have well
constrained mass estimates, either. For events in our
final sample, the typical uncertainty of the lens mass es-
timate is 20%, regardless of it is substellar or not. In par-
ticular, we note that the lens mass estimate of OGLE-
2015-BLG-1482 agrees reasonably well (≤ 2 σ) with the
direct mass measurement from the finite-source effect
(Chung et al. 2017), as a demonstration that the mass
estimate method employed here is valid. The derived
lens mass distributions of all 50 events are presented in
Figure 10.
We show in Figure 11 the cumulative distributions
of event timescales tE and impact parameters u0,⊕ as
seen from the ground, and compare them with those in
the OGLE-III microlensing event catalog (Wyrzykowski
et al. 2015), which can be considered to be complete
and uniform for our purpose. Because different solutions
have only slightly different tE and u0,⊕, we simply take
values of the solution with lowest χ2. For the timescale
tE distribution, we notice that events in our final sample
are more concentrated within 10–100 days than events
in the OGLE-III catalog. The lower limit comes into
play because there is a 3–9 day lag between events be-
ing selected and events getting observed by Spitzer (see
Figure 1 of Udalski et al. 2015a). The lack of extremely
long timescale (tE & 100 days) events comes as a conse-
quence of our event selection criteria, because a substan-
tial brightness change (&0.3 mag) during the ∼40-day
Spitzer bulge window is required in order to detect the
parallax effect (Yee et al. 2015b). Although the events
in our sample (and subsequent larger samples) have a
biased tE distribution, this bias applies to both events
with and without planet detections in the same way.
Therefore, it will not affect the statistical studies of the
Galactic distribution of planets. The Spitzer sample u0
distribution shows similar overall morphology to that
of the OGLE-III catalog, but is more uniform, which
indicates that it shows less magnification bias. This
again reflects that the fact OGLE-III detections are pos-
sible based on a few days of relatively magnified sources,
whereas Spitzer selections are delayed by 3–9 days.
We show in Figure 12 the distributions of lens distance
parameter D8.3 and lens mass ML, which are averaged
over all 41 events in the final sample. We consider the
influences of the Rich argument and a different choice
of stellar mass function (e.g., Kroupa MF). As expected
(see Section 4.1, also Calchi Novati et al. 2015), the lens
distance distribution is biased toward more nearby and
therefore lower-mass lenses, if the Rich argument is not
taken into account. The different choices of the stel-
lar mass function have marginal effect, especially on the
lens distance distribution. Our result demonstrates, for
the first time, that the peak of the microlens mass distri-
bution is at 0.5 M, and that the majority microlensing
events are caused by M-dwarfs.
5.3. Planet Sensitivities & Constraints on Planet
Distribution Function
We present in Figures 13 and 14 the planet sensitivity
plots of individual events in our final sample. Events
are divided according to their final status of Spitzer se-
lections, with objectively selected events shown in Fig-
ure 13 and subjectively selected events shown in Fig-
ure 14. For all objective events and most subjective
events, the sensitivity curves are smooth and triangle-
like, with either a single horn (for relatively high mag-
nification events, see also Gould et al. 2010) or dou-
ble horns (for relatively low magnification events, see
also Gaudi et al. 2002). In the remaining subjective
events, however, the sensitivity curves show disconti-
nuity especially at large q values. This was caused by
the way that the planet sensitivity of subjectively cho-
sen event was computed. As described in detail in Yee
et al. (2015b) and Zhu et al. (2015b), and summarized
in Section 4.4, for events that were chosen subjectively
and never met the objective selection criteria, all (hy-
pothetical) planet detections must be censored from the
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Figure 13. Planet sensitivity curves of the 17 objectively selected events, sorted by the impact parameters. The OGLE number
and the impact parameter are provided at the lower left corner in each plot. The colors represent the curves with different
sensitivities in S(q, s). For simplicity, we only show the sensitivity curves for the (+,+) solution, regardless of how many
solutions we calculated. The difference between sensitivity curves of different solutions is small.
statistical sample if they would have betrayed their ex-
istence in the data that were released before the subjec-
tive selection date tsub. This has only a marginal effect
if tsub is well before the event peak t0,⊕, because the
bulk of planet sensitivities come from the region near
the peak (|t − t0,⊕| . u0,⊕tE). If tsub is close to t0,⊕,
then the above procedure could affect the final sensi-
tivity curves significantly. In particular, planets that
are more massive and closer to the Einstein ring are
more easily excluded in the sensitivity computation; for
given combinations of q and s, some choices of α are
more easily discarded as well. As an example, we show
in Figure 15 the χ2 maps for three different q values
for two events, OGLE-2015-BLG-0987 and OGLE-2015-
BLG-1189, which have similar impact parameters u0,⊕
but show very different sensitivity curves.
We provide constraints on the planet distribution
function, based on the null detection in our sample. We
adopt the following form as the planet distribution func-
tion
dN
d log q
= A
(
q
qref
)α
, (35)
and choose qref = 5× 10−4, which is the typical q value
of microlensing planets (e.g., Gould et al. 2010). We
first show on the left panel of Figure 16 the sensitivity
curves averaged over the 41 events in the final sample.
Assuming Poisson-like noise and that “planets” should
have q ≤ 10−2 (to be consistent with previous stud-
ies, e.g., Gould et al. 2010), we are able to derive the
constraints on the slope of the planet mass function α
and the normalization factor A based on the null de-
tection in our sample. The results are shown on the
right panel of Figure 16. Our constraints are consis-
tent, at 2-σ level, with previous statistical studies based
on samples of microlensing planets (Gould et al. 2010;
Shvartzvald et al. 2016; Suzuki et al. 2016). In particu-
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Figure 14. Planet sensitivity curves of the 24 subjectively selected events. These events are grouped into two categories: events
selected before the peak as seen from the ground (top four rows), and events selected after the peak as seen from the ground
(bottom row). In each category, events are shown in the order of increasing impact parameter. In each panel, we indicate the
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corner.
lar, we find A < 0.49 at 95% confidence level for a flat
(α = 0) planet mass function, which is consistent with
the result (A = 0.36± 0.15) from Gould et al. (2010).
5.4. Galactic Distribution of Planets
We derive the cumulative distribution of planet sen-
sitivities of our sample based on the lens distribution
P (D8.3) and the planet sensitivity S(q). The results are
presented here in terms of both the planet-to-star mass
ratio q
Cq(D8.3) = 1Cq(RGC)
∑
i,j
∫ D8.3
0
P ji (D
′)dD′
∫ qmax
qmin
Sji (q)d log q ,
(36)
and the planet mass mp
Cm(D8.3) = 1Cm(RGC)
∑
i,j
∫ D8.3
0
P ji (D
′)dD′
∫ qmax(D′)
qmin(D
′)
Sji (q)d log q .
(37)
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Here P ji (D8.3) and S
j
i (q) are the lens distance distribu-
tion and the planet sensitivity for solution i of event
j. In Equation (36), we choose qmin = 10
−5 and
qmax = 10
−2. In Equation (37), we solve for the bound-
aries on q for individual D8.3 values that lead to the
planet mass ranging from 1 M⊕ to 3 MJ. These two
distributions are normalized so that C(RGC) = 1. The
results are shown as the solid black curves in Figure 17.
In terms of the Galactic distribution of planets, we
derive the ratio of planets in the bulge to planets in the
disk (to which our survey is sensitive)
ηb2d ≡
∫ RGC
0
C′(D8.3)fB(D8.3)dD8.3∫ RGC
0
C′(D8.3)[1− fB(D8.3)]dD8.3
. (38)
Here C′(D8.3) is the derivative of C(D8.3), and fB(D8.3)
is the contribution of bulge events (lens in the bulge) to
all events at given D8.3, which is given by
fB(D8.3) =
∫DS,max
DS,min
nB(DL)/n?(DL)n?(DS)D
2−γ
S D
2
LdDS∫DS,max
DS,min
n?(DS)D
2−γ
S D
2
LdDS
.
(39)
Here DL is derived for given D8.3 and DS. As illus-
trated in Figure 17, for the current sample we find that
ηb2d = 28% if “planet” is defined by mass ratio q in the
range 10−5 to 10−2, and that ηb2d = 35% if “planet”
is defined by mass in the range 1 M⊕ to 3 MJ. As-
suming the planet formation is no different between the
bulge and the disk, these suggest that ∼1/3 of all planet
detections in our experiment should come from bulge
events. In other words, any deviation from the above
value would indicate that the bulge planet population is
different from the disk planet population.
We also investigate the influence of impact parame-
ters on the two cumulative distributions Cq(D8.3) and
Cm(D8.3), for the purpose of better planning future sim-
ilar experiments. We find that the sample of events with
maximum magnifications Amax > 8, which account for
24% of all events in our sample, contributes 40% to 45%
of all planet sensitivities.
6. DISCUSSION
We present the planet sensitivities of 41 microlens-
ing events from the 2015 Spitzer campaign, all of which
received dense coverage by OGLE-IV and KMTNet. Be-
cause of the null detection of planets in this statistical
sample, we provide upper limits on the planet distribu-
tion function (Equation 35). In particular, we find that
the normalization factor A < 0.49 at 95% confidence
level for a flat planet mass function. These constraints
are consistent with the previous microlensing results by
Gould et al. (2010); Shvartzvald et al. (2016) and Suzuki
et al. (2016).
We develop the methodology to statistically study the
Galactic distribution of planets using microlensing par-
allax measurements. In particular, we provide math-
ematical descriptions for estimating the lens mass ML
and distance parameter D8.3 with the measurement of
the microlensing parallax vector piE. Although such sta-
tistical estimates cannot be used as deterministic mea-
surements of individual microlenses, they are in gen-
eral fairly compact and independent of the details of
the input Galactic model, because of the kinematic in-
formation contained by piE (Figure 2, see also Han &
Gould 1995). In fact, the majority of events in our
raw sample have uncertainties on the distance param-
eter, σ(D8.3) . 1 kpc. For the purpose of determin-
ing a Galactic distribution of planets, we decide to use
σ(D8.3) < 1.4 kpc as the criterion for claiming a good
parallax measurement. Note that this criterion is formed
based on a planet-free sample, meaning that it is not bi-
ased by the presence of any planet detection. Events
that show planetary perturbations, however, do have
smaller uncertainties on the lens distance parameter.
This is partly because of the break down of the four-
fold degeneracy, but mostly because most of them show
the finite-source effect (Zhu et al. 2014), which, when
combined with the microlensing parallax measurement,
yields deterministic lens distance and mass measure-
ments (e.g., Street et al. 2016). Therefore, while our
current sample is planet-free, we suggest that the in-
clusion of any future planetary event into the statistical
sample should be based on the σ(D8.3) that is estimated
in the same way as a single-lens event, rather than the
σ(D8.3) that is determined by combining information
from the planetary anomaly (e.g., the finite-source ef-
fect).
We use one of the published planetary events from the
2015 Spitzer campaign, OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 (Street
et al. 2016), as an example to demonstrate whether a
planet can be included in the sample or not. To remove
the influence of the planet, we replace those data points
that are affected by the planet with pseudo data points
that are generated based on the single-lens model. 8
We then search for lens parameters of four degenerate
solutions. The lens distance parameter D8.3 is then esti-
mated following the equations in Section 4.3. From this
we then determine the median and the half-width of the
68% confidence interval, and find D8.3 = 3.1 ± 1.2 kpc.
According to the criterion σ(D8.3) < 1.4 kpc, the asso-
ciated planet would be included in the statistical sample
if this event had been covered by KMTNet. 9
8 We use the non-planetary parameters of the planetary model
as parameters for this single-lens model.
9 In fact, it fell in a gap between CCD chips of the camera,
which would not have occurred under the 2016 KMTNet observing
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We note that we developed the criterion for “mea-
sured piE” before looking at OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 (or
any other Spitzer planetary event), precisely to allow
us to advocate for this criterion without in any way be-
ing influenced by subconscious desire to include more
planets in the sample.
Furthermore, high-magnification events such as
OGLE-2015-BLG-0966 provide additional constraints
on the lens mass and distance. Even if the lens is a
point mass, if the lens transits the face of the source
(i.e. the source crosses the caustic of a point mass, which
is a single point), the event will show the finite-source
effect. In the presence of the finite-source effect, the
angular Einstein radius and thus the lens mass and dis-
tance are directly measured given a measurement of the
parallax (Yoo et al. 2004). Furthermore, the absence
of finite-source effects provides an upper limit on the
scaled source radius ρ . u0, which corresponds to a
lower limit on pirel and an upper limit on D8.3. In this
way, this additional constraint reduces the uncertainty
on the distance parameter D8.3 and thus potentially in-
creases the chance for high-magnification events to be
included in the statistical sample. This is important be-
cause high-magnification events have much higher sen-
sitivity to planets compared to typical events (Griest &
Safizadeh 1998). It is nevertheless unbiased in terms
of planet detections, since the additional information
used here does not rely on the presence of planets. In
the case of OGLE-2015-BLG-0966, this additional con-
straint yields D8.3 < 6.9 kpc, and thus reduces σ(D8.3)
to 1.1 kpc.
Based on the current sample, we find that ∼1/3 of all
planet sensitivities come from events in the bulge. As-
suming the planet distribution is the same in the bulge
as in the disk, this result predicts that ∼1/3 of all planet
detections from our experiment will be in the bulge. In
the future, deviations from this prediction can then be
used to constrain the abundance of planets in the bulge
relative to the disk.
Table 2. Best-fit parameters and associated uncertainties for the 50 events in the raw sample. For each event, we only
include solutions that have ∆χ2 < 100 from the lowest value. We present the total baseline magnitude in OGLE-IV I band,
Ibase, the blending fraction in I band, and the source I− [3.6 µm] color, rather than the flux parameters (Fs, Fb) of individual
data sets. We assume no blending for events OGLE-2015-BLG-(0011, 0029, 0081, 0772, 0798, 1096, 1188, 1289, 1297, 1341,
1470), because free blending would lead to severely negative blending.
OGLE # Solution ∆χ2 t0 u0 tE piE,N piE,E Ibase
a Blending I − [3.6µm]
0011 (+,+) 0.0 7125.99(12) 0.8919(5) 80.96(26) 0.262(6) 0.104(4) 15.948 · · · 2.494(26)
(−,−) 31.3 7125.53(10) -0.8919(5) 74.0(3) -0.403(9) 0.089(4) 15.948 · · · 2.529(24)
0029 (+,+) 0.0 7233.03(7) 0.7603(3) 101.77(11) -0.1199(17) -0.1192(17) 15.132 · · · 2.005(12)
0034 (+,+) 0.0 7140.37(3) 0.282(4) 64.2(4) 0.055(29) -0.057(5) 16.559 0.009(18) 3.06(4)
(−,−) 1.4 7140.37(3) -0.283(3) 63.3(5) -0.13(5) -0.061(4) 16.559 0.001(15) 3.06(4)
0081 (+,+) 30.3 7135.4(4) 0.7014(14) 85.5(14) -0.345(25) -0.090(18) 17.892 · · · 2.758(14)
(−,−) 0.0 7135.7(5) -0.7037(13) 97.7(24) 0.475(28) -0.130(21) 17.892 · · · 2.74(3)
0350 (+,+) 5.1 7214.86(12) 0.445(19) 70.7(20) -0.049(3) -0.068(7) 17.295 0.12(5) 2.626(21)
(−,−) 0.0 7214.99(12) -0.479(19) 66.7(18) 0.050(4) -0.090(8) 17.295 0.01(5) 2.617(23)
(−,+) 19.4 7214.50(11) -0.448(17) 65.0(17) 0.567(20) -0.205(9) 17.295 0.11(4) 2.595(23)
0379 (+,+) 2.8 7189.62(6) 0.448(15) 64.4(14) 0.003(11) -0.098(7) 18.087 0.18(3) 2.61(3)
(−,−) 0.0 7189.63(6) -0.461(15) 62.7(14) -0.001(13) -0.119(7) 18.087 0.13(4) 2.59(5)
0388 (+,+) 0.0 7161.55(7) 0.508(21) 40.3(11) 0.11(3) 0.048(29) 17.425 0.25(4) 3.67(6)
(−,−) 2.2 7161.55(7) -0.518(23) 39.8(12) -0.15(5) 0.018(29) 17.425 0.25(4) 3.65(6)
(−,+) 2.1 7161.66(9) -0.478(18) 46.5(11) 1.40(7) -0.27(5) 17.425 0.32(3) 3.63(5)
0461 (+,+) 1.8 7161.27(19) 0.87(5) 41.6(17) -0.20(5) 0.05(4) 17.414 -0.01(10) 1.76(7)
(−,−) 0.0 7161.31(20) -0.86(6) 42.9(23) 0.31(8) 0.05(4) 17.414 0.04(10) 1.71(9)
Note—a The uncertainty of Ibase is ∼ 1 mmag, primarily arising from OGLE-IV’s data recording format. In addition, the calibration precision
of OGLE-IV I band to the standard system, ∼ 10 mmag, is not included here, on the base that it does not affect the determination of
microlensing parameters.
b This table is available in its entirety in the machine-readable format.
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APPENDIX
A. SOURCE DISTANCE BIAS
We parametrize the luminosity function of bulge stars in I band given by Holtzman et al. (1998) as
logN = aMI + b =
 0.57MI + 0.81 , (MI < 3.5)0.16MI + 2.24 , (MI > 3.5) , (A1)
where N is the number of stars per sq. arcmin per magnitude. In terms of the microlensing observable, IS, which is
the source apparent I magnitude at baseline, the number of stars per unit area per magnitude is then
N = 10a(IS−AI−5 logDS+5)+b . (A2)
Here AI is the extinction to the source. For given IS and DS, a and b can be determined by comparing the derived
MI with the magnitude threshold in Equation (A1).
In principle, one should use the full expression of N given in Equation (A2) as the third factor in the weight of DS
(Equations 28 and 39). This is because the values of a and b may change as DS varies. However, with the extinction
map given in Nataf et al. (2013), we find that nearly all sources in our sample have MI considerably below 3.5 for
typical DS ∼ 8.3 kpc, so we use the simplified weight D−γS and choose γ = 5× 0.57 = 2.85.
We note that the resulting lens distributions are insensitive to the choice of γ. For example, the variation in the
D8.3 distribution derived by Equation (28) is limited to within 5% if γ = 1 is used, and the shift in the median of D8.3
is . 0.1 kpc (see the left panel of Figure A1). This is a consequence of three factors. First, the number density term,
nS, dominates over D
2−γ
S , so that the mean source distance, 〈DS〉 ≡ (
∫
nSD
3−γ
S dDS)/(
∫
nSD
2−γ
S dDS), only differs by
0.16 kpc when γ changes from 2.85 to 1. Second, we derive the lens position in terms of D8.3 rather than the actual
lens distance DL, and D8.3 is less dependent on DS than DL is. To further demonstrate this point, we also derive the
distribution of DL, which involves
d4Γ
dDLdt′Ed2v˜hel
= 4nLD
2
Lfv˜(v˜hel)
dξ(ML)
d logML
µ2rel . (A3)
As shown in Figure A1, different choices of γ can lead DL to differ by ∼0.1 kpc for DL & 2 kpc, but the difference in
D8.3 is in general much smaller, and only reaches ∼0.1 kpc when D8.3 ∼ 4 kpc.
The third reason is that, although the solution based on piE measurement is fairly compact, the dispersion is still
considerably large compared to ∼0.1 kpc. As an extreme example, if the lens distribution for a fixed source distance,
P(D8.3|DS) (or P(DL|DS)), is perfectly uniform, γ will have no impact on the result at all, because terms containing
γ in Equation (28) cancel out.
This argument also implies that γ has even smaller effect for the Bayesian estimates of lens distances based on θE
measurements, which in general have broader distributions. To prove this point, we first provide the corresponding
P(DL|DS) in the case that θE rather than piE is measured, 10
P(DL|DS) =
∫
d3Γ
dDLdθEdtE
P (θE|Data)P (tE|Data)dθEdtE; d
3Γ
dDLdθEdtE
= 4nLD
2
Lfµ(µrel)
dξ(ML)
d logML
µ2rel
tE
. (A4)
Here fµ(µrel) is the probability distribution of µrel, and is given by
fµ(µrel) =
µrel
2piσlσb
∫ 2pi
0
exp
[
− (µrel cos θ − µ¯
l
rel)
2
2σ2l
− (µrel sin θ − µ¯
b
rel)
2
2σ2b
]
dθ , (A5)
10 Note that now the correction from tE to t
′
E is no longer achievable. We therefore assume t
′
E = tE, which is in general a
reasonable assumption (since v⊕  v˜hel).
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Figure A1. The impact of γ in median and dispersion of the lens distance parameter D8.3 (left panel) and DL for the 50 events
in the raw sample. The gray dashed line is the threshold for claiming a “good” parallax measurement. See Figure 7 for more
details.
where µ¯lrel and σl are the mean and dispersion of µrel along the l direction, and µ¯
b
rel and σb are the counterparts
along the b direction, respectively. With these formulae, we then derive the lens distances of two published events,
OGLE-2005-BLG-169 (a typical disk event, Gould et al. 2006; Batista et al. 2015; Bennett et al. 2015) and MOA-
2011-BLG-293 (a typical bulge event, Yee et al. 2012; Batista et al. 2014), and show the resulting distributions in
Figure A2. As expected, the differences in DL arising from different values of γ are smaller compared to cases with
piE measurements.
B. INTEGRAL OF GAUSSIAN PRODUCT
The estimates of lens mass ML and distance parameter D8.3 (Equation 28) involve the integral of the product of
two multi-dimension Gaussian probability functions. Although this result has probably been well known for centuries,
we provide an explicit representation below simply for completeness.
The integral of the product of two multi-dimension Gaussian distributions can be written as
P (x) =
∫
N (x|µ1,C1)N (x|µ2,C2)dnx . (B6)
Here N (x|µ,C) is the notation for a multi-dimension Gaussian probability function with mean µ and covariance
matrix C,
N (x|µ,C) ≡
exp
[
− 12 (x− µ)T C−1 (x− µ)
]
√|2piC| (B7)
The integral given by Equation (B6) can be computed analytically by “completing the squares”,
P (x) =
√
|2piCˆ|
|2piC1||2piC2| exp
[
−1
2
(
µ1
TC−11 µ1 + µ2
TC−12 µ2 − µˆTCˆ−1µˆ
)]
, (B8)
where
Cˆ−1 ≡ C−11 + C−12 ; µˆ ≡ Cˆ
(
C−11 µ1 + C
−1
2 µ2
)
. (B9)
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